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ABSTRACT 
Let A be in the Frobenius normal form, and let A = M - N be a weak regular 
splitting. We call this weak regular splitting an upper triangular block weak regular 
splitting if M and N are upper triangular block matrices partitioned in the same wry 
as A. First we study weak regular splittings of a singular irreducible M-matrix and 
obtain some interesting results. We also investigate the index of the spectral radius of 
the iteration matrix M ‘N when the splitting A = M - N is assumed to be upper 
triangular weak regular, and we obtain indr( M-IN) > ind,,( A). By this result, we 
improve the main results obtained by H. Schneider. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [6], H. Schneider asked: “Does Lemma 3.4 still hold for an irreducible 
M-matrix A when the splitting is assumed to be regular or weak regular?’ [6, 
Lemma 3.41 can be restated as follows: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A E R”” be irreducible, and let A = M - N be a 
nontrivial M-splitting. Let W, = (j E V : the jth column of N is nonzero). 
and W, = V \ W2, where V = { 1,2, . . . , 1%). Also let T = M- ‘N, Ti, = 
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T[W,, Wj]. Then: 
(1) T,, = T,, = 0. 
(2) Every row of T,, is nonzero. 
(3) Tz2 is a nonxero irreducible matrix. 
Wen Li [3] has proved that Theorem 1.1 still holds for an irreducible 
M-matrix when the splittings is assumed to be regular, but not for weak 
regular splittings. In Section 3, we shall provide several further related results 
on Schneider’s question (see Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.4, and Theorem 3.5). 
Let A be a singular M-matrix. In Section 4, we shall show that 
ind,(M-‘N 2 ind,(A) when the splitting A = M - N is assumed to be an 
upper triangular block weak regular splitting (see Theorem 4.5). By this 
result, we improve the main results obtained by Schneider [6, Theorem 4.4 
and Theorem 4.51 (see Theorem 4.7). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper, we use the same terminology and notation as in Reference 
[6]. The following are new. 
CONVENTION 2.1. It is well known that the classes of A may be ordered 
or> * 1.) a, so that i E (Ye has access to j E a+, only if g < h. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that the matrix denoted by A is in the normal form 
A,, 4, ... A,, 
A= (2.1) 
where Aii = A[ cq, q] is irreducible, i = 1, . . . , s. 
CONVENTION 2.2. It is well known that if A is a singular irreducible 
M-matrix, then there exists a positive vector u such that u’A = 0. We use u 
to denote a vector with this property. 
NOTATION 2.3. Let A = M - N be a splitting. By T we denote the 
iteration matrix T = M-‘N. 
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NOTATION 2.4. Let A be a singular irreducible M-matrix, and let 
A = M - N be a weak regular splitting. We denote 
w, = {j E v: h; f o}, w, = 17 \ IV2 
and 
v, = {j E v : uwj > o}; v, = v \ L;, 
where N, is the jth column of N, V == (1, . . . , n}. 
REMARK 2.5. Let A be a singular irreducible M-matrix, and let A = M 
- N be a weak regular splitting. (Yearly, IV, 2 V,, and the subset V, is 
independent of the choice of the positive eigenvector u of A corresponding 
to 0, as 0 is a simple eigenvalue. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let A be in the normal form (2.11, and let A = M - R; 
be a splitting. We call this splitting an upper triangular block splitting if M 
and N are the upper triangular block matrices partitioned in the same way as 
‘4 in (2.1). 
REMARK 2.7. If A = M - W is a graph compatible splitting, then this 
splitting must be an upper triangular block splitting. But the converse is not 
true. For example, let 
A=[: :I], M= [: A:]_ and A’=[:, pi]. 
Then A = M - N is an upper triangular splitting, but r( M > g I? A). 
3. ON WEAK REGULAR SPLITTINGS OF A SINGULAR 
IRREDUCIBLE M-MATRIX 
Throughout this paper we assume that the order of all matrices is greater 
than or equal to 2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A he a singular irreducible M-m&-ix, and let A = M - 
,Y be a weak regular splitting. Then u’N 2 0 and u’N # 0. 
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Proof. From utA = 0 and A = M - N we obtain 
ufM = utN. (3.1) 
From (3.1) and the nonsingularity of M, it is clear that utN # 0. Multiplying 
both sides of (3.1) on the right by M-lN, we obtain 
ufN = (utN) M-‘N. (3.2) 
By [6, Corollary 4.31 and the observation that the geometric multiplicity of 0 
as an eigenvalue of M-‘A is 1, it can be readily proved that p( M- ’ N) = 1 
and is a simple eigenvalue of M-lN. By the Perron-Frobenius theorem we 
have either ufN > 0 or utN < 0. In view of (3.11, u > 0, and M-’ > 0, it 
follows that we have utN > 0. ??
By Lemma 3.1, V, # 0. Let T = M-IN and Ti3 = T[V,, y.1, i, j = 1,2. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a singular irreducible M-matrix, and let A = M 
- N be a weak regular splitting. Then: 
(1) T,, = 0. 
(2) All classes of T,, are nonbasic classes and nonfinal classes of T. 
(3) V, is a basic class of T. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, V, # 0. Let IV,] = m > 1. Without loss of 
generality we may assume V, = {n - m + 1, n - m + 2,. . . , n}. Then N 
can be partitioned into 
N= 
Nil Nl, 
[ 1 N21 Nz.2 ’
where N,, E R”“. Let 
Nl, and yt = ut N 
[ 1 
. 
22 
By Lemma 3.1, we have zf = 0 and yt > 0. Let M = ( Mij) and M-’ = 
CM:,) be 2 X 2 block matrices partitioned in the same way as N. By (3.2), 
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which is established in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we have 
y’q, = 0, (X3) 
ljf?‘i12 = yf. (3.4) 
By (3.3), we have Tzl = 0, since y is positive and T,, is nonnegative. This 
proves (1). 
Since A is a singular irreducible M-matrix, there exists a positive vector 
s E R” such that i = 0. This implies (I - T)x = 0, i.e., ^ 
TX =s. s > 0. 
L&x= X1 
[ 1 x, be partitioned conformally with T. Then we have 
TF7x2 =x2, x2 > 0. 
Since p(T > = 1 is a simple eigenvahle of T, it follows from (3.4), 
(3..5) 
(*3.(i) 
(3.6). and 
[5, Theorem 1.4.71 that Tz2 is a nonzero irreducible matrix with spectral 
radius also equal to 1. This proves (3). 
By (3.5) and [l, Theorem 2.X10]; we know that the final classes of T are 
exactly its basic ones. But p(T) = 1 ‘1 ~1’ pl IS \un e, so (2) follows immediateI> 
from (3). ??
~OROLLAHY 3.3. Let A be (1 singular irrduciblt~ .&~-matrix. und kt 
A = M - N be a weak regular splitting. Then XI _ ‘N lm rractly otw basic 
rims, uhich is also the unique final elms of ,W ’ :\T. 
Proof. The result follows from parts (2) and (3) of Theorem 3.2. ??
COROLLAHi’ 3.4. Let A be (1 sin&r irreduciblr M-mztrir, ~ntl lc,t 
A = M - N be n weak regular splitting. Then uw hme: 
(1) T[W,, W,] = T[W2, W,] = 0. 
(2) Every row of T[W,, W2] is nonzero. 
(3) T[W,, w,] is a nonzero matrix. 
Furthermore, a necessanj and sufficiwt 
irreducibly i.s that V, = Wz, or eqflivalenthy, 
ewr N, f 0. 
condition for T[W,, \V,] to lw 
j,rmJj E V&N, > 0 r&rr- 
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Proof. That part (1) h o s o Id f 11 ows from the definition of the set Wi. Part 
(2) is a consequence of Theorem 3.2(2). By Theorem 3.2(3), V, is a basic 
class of T; thus T[V,, V,] is a nonzero maximal irreducible principal subma- 
trix of T[W,, W,]. Hence, (3) always holds, and T[W,, W,] is irreducible if 
and only if V, = W,. ??
By Corollary 3.4 we provide an answer to the question of when the 
conclusions of Theorem 1.1 hold for a weak regular splitting of a singular 
irreducible M-matrix. 
Now we shall show that for every irreducible M-matrix there always exists 
a nontrivial weak regular splitting for which the answer to Schneider’s 
question is in the negative. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A E R”” be an irreducible M-matrix. Then there 
always exists a nontrivial weak regular splitting A = M - N such that 
T [ W, , W, ] is reducible. 
Proof. 
Case 1: A is nonsingular. Let D = diag{d,, d,, . . . , d,}, where di > 1, 
i = 1,2,. . . , n. Let M = AD and N = A(D - I). Hence W, = V, A = M 
- N, and M-l = (AD)-’ = DplApl. S’ mce A is a nonsingular irreducible 
M-matrix, we have A-’ > 0. Hence M-l > 0. Obviously M-‘N = D-‘(D 
- 1) > 0. This implies that A = M - N is a nontrivial weak regular splitting 
and M-‘N is a diagonal matrix. Therefore, T[W,, W,] is reducible. 
Case 2: A is singular. We partition A into 
A= 
All Al, 
[ 1 AZ.1 arm ’ 
where A,, is an (n - 1) X (n - 1) principal submatrix of A. Let 
Then A = M - N. By [l, Theorem 6.4.161, A,, is a nonsingular M-matrix. 
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Hence Ai ’ > 0. Similarly, arm > 0. Since 
1x1 
we obtain M- > O. It is easy to show that 
Hence A = M - N is a weak regular splitting. Since u’N,, = 0 and N,, f 0, 
we have W? # 17,. It follows from Corollary 3.4 that T[W2, W,] is reducible. 
??
4. A GENERALIZATION OF SCHNEIDER’S THEOREMS 
We begin with some lemmas. We still use ?’ to denote T = Mm ’ A’. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A he an irreducible M-matrix, and let A = M - N be a 
weak regular splitting. lf CY is a final class of T, then each column of 
A4 ' [ a,17 ] is nonzero. 
Proof. We consider the following two cases. 
Case 1. Assume that A is nonsingular. Then A- ’ > 0 by [l, Theorem 
6.2.71. Let B = Z - MP’N. Then A- ’ = B-‘Mm’. Since (Y is a final class of 
T, (Y is also a final class of B. It is easy to show that A- ‘[ (Y, V] = 
B-‘[ (Y, a]M-‘[ (Y, V]. Together with A-’ > O, this implies that each col- 
umn of M ‘[ (Y , V ] is nonzero. 
Case 2. Assume that A is singular. By Corollary 3.3, LY is the only final 
class of T, which is also basic. We assume (Y = {n - m + 1, . . . , n). By (3.1) 
and the proof of Lemma 3.1, there exists a positive vector y E R”’ such that 
utM = u’N = (0, y’) and hence uf = (0, y’)M- ‘. Since y and zc are posi- 
tive, each column of M- ‘[ CY, V ] is nonzero. ??
In the rest of this paper, we always suppose that A = M - N is an upper 
triangular block weak regular splitting of a singular M-matrix. In that case, 
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T = M-‘N is also an upper triangular block matrix, i.e., 
T= 
T 12 
T,, 
Th 
T 2s 
T,, 
(4.1) 
where Tii is square, i = 1,. . . , s. Since A = M - N is an upper triangular 
block weak regular splitting with A as given by (2.11, for each i = 1, . . . , s 
the splitting Aii = Mii - Nii is a weak regular splitting and Tii = M,‘N,,. If 
Tii is reducible, then there exists a permutation P such that 
P’Tii P = (4.21 
where Ti(t)i(t) is irreducible, t = 1,. . . , ki. [Without loss of generality we 
assume that Tij is of the form (4.21, i = 1, . . . , s.] 
For each i and t, 1 < i < s, 1 =g t < ki, we denote by oiCtj -the set of 
indices corresponding to the diagonal block TiCtjiCtj in T. Then aiCtj is a class 
of Tij (and hence of T). 
By using (4.1) and (4.21, T can be partitioned into the normal form 
T = (Ti(p)i(q))) (4.31 
where T. 
_,k,_ ;i;;(‘$==T~j;;~;;;;t ;:‘;;C;;“;,?,e; ;;,:;;$~a,:,:d;&,~ 
T, = JT[ pi, p,i. 
I . 
Now we partition A, M, and M-’ into A = (AiCPlics,), M = (MicP)j(<,))> 
and M-’ = (M:CpjjC4J in the same way as T in (4.3). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (Y~(~,, he a final crass of T,,. If there are i,, . . . . ik, 
k > 1, i,, = 1 < i, < *** < ik < s = ik+l, such that Aiti,+, Z 0, t = 
0, 1, . . . , k, and A,,j, (i = 1,. . . , k) is nonsingular and A,, is singular, then 
there is t, 1 < t < k + 1, such that TICPji, it 0. 
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Proof. Suppose YZ,~~,~, = 0, t = 1, . . . , k + 1. By using the equation 
M-‘A = B = Z - T, we have -Tlcpji, = M;CpjlAli, + 3.. +M;cPj,,Ai,l,. 
Since l;Cr,jil = 0, we have 
Mi(p)i, = -( Mi(p)lAl,I + ... +"i(p)(i, - I)A(il- l)t,) A,t’I. 
Since Aili is a nonsingular irreducible M-matrix, Al<l’, > 0. Hy Lemma 4.1, 
each column of MiCPjl is nonzero. Bv hypothesis A,, is a nonzero nonposi- 
tive matrix, so we have M;cPjlAli, 2 0. But M;C,,,,,,k,,,, < 0, rrl = 1,. . . , i, 
- 1; it follows that Micpji, has some positive rows. 
By the assumption TICpji, = 0, we have 
This implies 
Mi(p)i2 = -(w(p)14iL + ... +M;(rl,i,A*,!2 + ... 
By an argument similar to the one given above, M;, ,Iji2 has some positive 
rows. 
Repeating the above argument, after a finite number of steps, we obtain 
that Ml( l’)ii has some positive rows. Since TICpji = T,Cl,,,k , = 0, we have 
Since A,s,5 is a singular irreducible M-matrix, there exists an x > 0 such that 
Asrx = 0. By using (4.4), it is easy to obtain Mj(,,,,,, A,,,, x = 0, 122 = 1, . . , .s 
- 1. Since Micpjm A,, < 0 (m = 1, . . . , .F - 1) and x > 0, we have 
M;(p)“’ A,,,, = 0, m = 1,. . . , s - 1. But as proved above, MiCpji,, has some 
positive rows. Hence Ails = 0. This contradicts the hypothesis that Aik i # 0. 
Thus there is a t, 1 < t < k + 1, such that T,C,,i, z 0. W 
LEMMA 4.3. Zf A,, # 0 und A,,Y is singular, then each final class of T, , 
has access to the unique basic claw (If T,, in r(T). 
Proof. Let ‘or be any final class of T,,. We have T,C,,,, = 
-(M;(p)lAlr + ... +M;,,,,Y A,s,y). By an argument similar to the one given in 
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the last part of the proof of Lemma 4.2, we have I’,, rjs # 0. This implies that 
the final class czi(r) of T,, has access to a class crSc4) of T,, in I’(T). 
Obviously A,, = M,, - N,, is a weak regular splitting of a singular irre- 
ducible M-matrix. It follows from Corollary 3.3 that the unique basic class of 
T,, is exactly the unique final class of T,,. Hence CY~(~) has access to the basic 
class of rYS. This implies that (pi has access to the basic class of T,, in 
I-(t). ??
LEMMA 4.4. Let A,, be singular. Zf there are i 1, . . . , i, (k > l), i, = 1 
< i, < **. < i, < s = ik+l, such that Aj,i,+l # 0 (t = O,l,. . . , k) and Aiti, 
is nonsingular (t = 1,. . . , k), then any final class of T,, has access to the 
basic class of T,,T in T(T). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. Let I_x~(~) be any final class of 
T,,, and k = 1. By Lemma 4.2, we obtain T,cl,,il or Tlcpjs Z 0. 
Case 1. If T,(,,, # 0, then ‘pi has access to a class of T,, in T(T). By 
hypothesis, we know that A,, is a singular irreducible M-matrix. By an 
argument given in the proof of Lemma 4.3, cri( Pj has access to the basic class 
of T,, in T(T). 
Case 2. If Tlcpji, # 0, then (pi has access to a class of Ti,i,. Hence 
cr,(,) has access to a final class of Tilil in T(T). Let 
N, = I 
Obviously, A, = M, - N, is an upper triangular block weak regular splitting 
of a singular M-matrix, and Ai,,5 # 0. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that any 
final class of Tilil has access to the basic class of T,, in r( My’ N,). But 
M,lN, is a principal submatrix of T, and so (Y,( r,) has access to the basic 
class of T,, in r(T). 
Let k > 2, and assume that the lemma is true for any m, m < k - 1. By 
Lemma 4.2, there is a t, 1 < t < k + 1, such that Tlcpjil # 0. This implies 
that ‘yl( p) has access to a final class of Tici, in T(T). We consider three cases. 
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Cnse 1. if t = k + 1, then the result follows immediately. 
Cnse 2. If t = k, then we apply the above argument given in the proof 
of case 2 when k = 1. It is easy to show that the result is true. 
Cnse 3. 
A, = 
If 1 < t < k - 1,‘then let 
Ni,i, ... 
N, = 
. . 0 . 
M. ... M, s 
't't 
0 . ti,, I , and 
Obviously, A, = M, - N, is an upper triangular block weak regular splitting 
of a singular M-matrix, and there are j, = i, < j, = i, + 1 < *** <j,,L = i, < 
,r =J,,~+ ,, m > 1, such that A 
i” 
# 0 (r = 0, 1, . . . , 
gular (r = 1,. . . , 
m) and A,jr is nonsin- 
m). Obvious y ‘z < k - 1. By the induction hypothesis, any 
final class of Titi, has access to the basic class of T,,, in T(M,‘N,) [and hence 
in T(T)]. 
Combining the above arguments, we know that c~,(r,) has access to the 
basic class of T,,V in T(T). This completes the proof of the lemma. ??
With the previous preparations, we now give the main theorem in this 
section as follows: 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A be in Frobenius normal form (l), und let A be n 
singular M-m&-ix. lf A = M - N is an upper triangular block weak regular 
spl&ng, then ind,( A) < ind,( M- ‘N). 
Proof It follows from [6, Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.31 and the fact that 
A,i = M,, - Nii is weak regular splitting for each i that p( M-‘N) = 1. Let 
ind,( A) = k. By the index theorem (see [6]), the length of the longest chain 
of singular classes for A equals k. Let this chain be ( pi,, . . . , pi,>, where 
A i ,,/ ’ ,,I = A[ pi ,,,, pi,,,] is a singular irreducible h&matrix, m = 1, . . . , k. 
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Suppose k = 1. Since B = 1 - M-lN is a singular M-matrix, we have 
ind,(M-‘N) > 1. Now we suppose k > 1. Let 
and 
Then A,,, = M, - N,,, is an upper triangular block weak regular splitting of a 
singular M-matrix A,, m = 1, , . . , k - 1. 
Case 1. If Aimi,+, # 0, then by Lemma 4.3 the final class of Timi_ has 
access to the basic class of Tim+li,+ ,. Since Aimim is singular, Timi, has only 
one final class, which is also its unique basic class. Let ayi,(p,n) be the basic 
class of TiWim. Since Ajmi_ is a singular irreducible M-matrix, it is easy to 
show that oi (p ) 
the basic clas: ii 
is also a basic class of T, m = 1, . . . , k. This implies that 
) of T has access to the basic class cri 
T(T 1. 
(p “I m + icp + I) of T in m m 
Case 2. If Aimi,“+, = 0, then there are j,, . . . , j,, r > 1, j, = i, < j, < 
*a* <jr < im+l =j,+,, such that Ajj,+, # 0 and Ajj, is nonsingular, t = 
1 . . . . . T. It follows from Lemma 4.4 and Corollarv 3.3 that the basic class , 
oi (p ) of Timi, (and hence of T) has access to the basic class oi,+ ,( Pm+ ,) of 
TiI+ ,c_, (and hence of T) in l?(T). 
Hence (ai,( lips . . . ) aik(pk) ) is a chain of basic classes for T. By the 
index theorem, we have ind,(T) > k, i.e., ind,(M-‘N) > ind,( A). ??
REMARK 4.6. Recently, we have been informed that J. J. McDonald has 
obtained Theorem 4.5 just before us in her forthcoming paper (see [4, 
Theorem 4.61). The following result has appeared in Phil Kavanagh’s thesis 
(unpublished) (see [2, Theorem 4.8, Corollary 4.111). 
By Theorem 4.5, we obtain a generalization of [6, Theorems 4.4, 4.51 and 
[7, Theorem 21. 
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THEOREM 4.7. Let A be a singular M-matrix, and let A = M - N be a 
graph compatible weak regular splitting. Then 
(a> p(M-‘N) = 1; 
(b) mult,(M-‘N) = mult,( A); 
(c) ind,( M-IN) = ind,( A). 
Pmof. (a): See [6, Theorem 4.4 (a)]. 
(b): See [7, Theorem 11. 
(c): Obviously, A = M - N is an upper triangular block splitting. The 
result follows immediately from [6, Theorem 4.4(c), Theorem 4.51 ??
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